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TMTFleet Maintenance™ fromTMWSystems.

“It has allowed us
to reduce our parts
inventory by 40%.

It’s better, more strategic
cost management.”

- Joe Samford,
EPES, Greensboro, NC
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Maintenance expertswithmore than twodecades of experience.
What makes TMT Fleet Maintenance from TMW so powerful? It’s TMW’s focus on listening to the real-world needs of our users and a

commitment to develop the innovative and comprehensive solutions for their challenges. That commitment has made TMW the name most

trusted for systems that make a difference in every management aspect of asset maintenance. We can help you build a company that runs

smarter, works harder, and achieves more success.

Every aspect of maintenance made simpler, more efficient.
A software solution proven in hundreds of shops and tens of thousands of vehicles, TMT Fleet Maintenance brings over 25 years of industry

experience and expertise to your maintenance operation.

TMT Fleet Maintenance can handle every aspect of managing and maintaining your equipment at maximum efficiency. Its user-friendly

design makes it simple to plan, execute, track, and bill. What makes it so simple and smart?

TMT Fleet Maintenance saves time and money by integrating management of all maintenance areas—preventive maintenance schedules,

parts inventory, fuel and tire usage, mechanic hours, billing, and maximum warranty recovery and more.

TMT Fleet Maintenance allows access to real-time information for efficient, informed decisions. Data is captured once and integrated into

the full range of the system’s capabilities. It eliminates double entry and more information is available to more users. If, for example, you are

maintaining a fleet of trucks, mechanics can clock in and out of the system and the numbers go directly into billing. A mechanic enters

information by vehicle number, creating a total history instantly available for future reference. A purchasing agent sets initial warranty

information and users call it up throughout the system.

TMT Fleet Maintenance monitors and streamlines workflow and provides reports to enable process improvements. You have the ability to see

the key drivers of your maintenance operation in black and white. You can analyze, evaluate, negotiate, and manage fleet and equipment assets

and expenses. For instance, you can track warranties to spot underperforming products or review mechanic hours to uncover inefficiencies.

The bottom line? TMT Fleet Maintenance eliminates waste and redundancies to save money. Plus, it helps you efficiently and effectively keep

fleets in top working order, on the road, and earning money.

TMT Fleet Maintenance is trademarked by TMW Systems, Inc.



TMTFleet MaintenanceManagement Software.

“We are asked for all different types of
questions from customers to management

upper level, and it’s very easy for me to quickly
pull the data out and get it right to them”

- Tom Kuryla
Fleet Director

Wake County, Raleigh NC
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ShopManagement.
The tools to make the most of your assets.

TMT Fleet Maintenance provides total shop management so your operation performs more

effectively and efficiently by systemizing shop functions.

• Preventive maintenance scheduling

• Work pending repair order alerts and proactive notification

• Real-time repair orders from kiosks on the shop floor

• Work standards set by task

EquipmentManagement.
The information you need, any way you need it.

Enter the information once, reference it in real time. System-designed or user-defined

reports let you analyze operations for improvement.

• Track maintenance costs per mile, per hour, or by user-defined measures

• Record equipment inventory, specification details, component specification, and drive

equipment cost comparisons

• Document license permits and inspections with alerts upon expiration date

Management Reporting.
Alerts, notification, and key performance indicators.

TMT Fleet Maintenance helps you monitor key performance indicators and critical

metrics for your maintenance operations. Generate standard or customized reports that can

even be accessed by web browser. Add TMW’s ResultsNow and The Dawg modules and

your managers will gain better operational insights and greater control. You’ll benefit from:

• Identifying critical performance measurements and tracking results effortlessly

• Comparing past and present performance to track improvement or spot negative trends

• Automatic problem event identification and email notification with The Dawg, so you

can manage by exception

Parts/PurchasingManagement.
An end-to-end solution.

Our maintenance management software provides a complete purchase ordering system

for parts management.

• Inventory analysis and part usage • Corporate purchasing with the parts catalog

• Re-order reports • Backorder status

• Supplier purchase summary • Accounting/general ledger interface capability



Bar-coding.
Streamline and simplify.

Use TMT Fleet Maintenance to print bar-coded part and bin labels to use with

supported, attached bar-code readers.

• Facilitate maintenance, part, and labor charging

• Eliminate errors and improve data integrity

WarrantyManagement.
Get what you paid for.

Warranty management helps assure you receive the full benefit of warranty protection,

including spotting high-performing products or trouble-shooting underperforming ones.

• Track a unit, system, component, or specific part under warranty in master records

• Access daily warranty reports, failed parts analysis, warranty claims preparation,

and claims analysis

• Single system generated data for claims

• Credit allocation to unit by claim

FuelManagement.
Because every gallon counts.

TMT Fleet Maintenance can interface with all fuel management systems to provide instant

meter updates, providing the information you need to make the best decisions.

• Fuel cost per mile, per yard, per hour, per ton, or per other user-defined measurement

of utilization

• Site fuel inventory management for company bulk fuel

• Vendor fuel purchase histories on road fuel analysis
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“If you’re not using TMT, you’re probably
not getting the benefits of the warranty package.

Last year, we collected
over $4 million in warranty.”

- Mike Palmer
Director of Fleet Services

Estes Express Lines, Richmond VA



MechanicWorkstation.
Track, bill, andanalyzeeveryelementof the shop floor.

Shop foreman and employees handle task management, time collection, and work charges

in real-time from a single, integrated system.

• Charge parts and services during repair

• Access unit history

• Run a PM due query

• Access an online time clock that tracks all indirect, direct, and idle time activity,

acting as a timecard for payroll

Shop Planner.
Get themost fromyourassets—andyour facilities.

With TMT Fleet Maintenance, you can coordinate and track repair schedules to drive

efficiency in a fast-moving fleet and a busy maintenance organization. Manage schedules of

equipment routed to a company or vendor facility to manage and track a shop’s daily workload.

• Forecast work requirements and labor needs; schedule campaigns

• Generate cost estimates

• Track units and people with multiple grouping and sorting options

TMTFleet Maintenance puts the tools in therighthands.
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InvoicingModule.
Bill quickly andmore accurately; get paid sooner.

TMT Fleet Maintenance offers an invoicing module that permits billing of internal and

external customers for work performed in the shop or for direct sales.

Accounting ExportModule.
Seamless integration to financials.

The system automatically generates and exports account transactions for import into

your accounting package based on user-definable rules and sub rules. Integrations to most

accounting packages are available.

Road CallsModule.
Knowall the facts.

What happens when work is done out of house? TMT Fleet Maintenance records and

tracks repairs performed on the road or at outside vendors, both for company-owned units

or for non-company units.

Is it time to take yourmaintenance to a higher level?
Call TMWabout TMTFleetMaintenance
today at 1-800-401-6682.

A comprehensive solution that provides the functionality you need, integrates with the

systems you have in place, and opens up new avenues to efficiency, savings, and profit.

It’s simple, it’s proven, it’s time to put it to work.
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TMW Systems, Inc.

21111 Chagrin Boulevard Beachwood, Ohio 44122

216-831-6606 800-401-6682 Fax 216-831-3606

infoweb@tmwsystems.com www.tmwsystems.com
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